In this pandemic situation, GYWS has helped 2000 families by providing one-week basic essential things. We provided basic food materials like Rice, Potatoes, Soyabean, Onions to the household. We came together with 15-20 volunteers and provided door to door service. We have also provided cabs for transportation purposes of civic police.

We have distributed 3500 masks in 7 Gram Panchayats, 500 to ASHA workers + Police + BDO SDO office etc. and 1000 to Jagriti Vidya Mandir. This was done with the help of Mrs. Mausami Dasgupta and Mr. Sanjay Dasgupta (Fund providers), Mrs. Runa Ghosh and Koushik Ghosh.
During the period of lockdown due to the coronavirus outbreak, schools and colleges have been suspended all over India. It could take a span of more than months and we can’t afford a loss of so much time. So we decided to start online classes in the school. The purpose of classes is to ensure precious time of the students is not being wasted. We are using Whatsapp as a medium wherein teachers could upload their lecture videos, and students could download and watch them over and over again to understand the concepts clearly. Hence groups were made in whatsapp for each class. Separate groups for classwork and for doubts and assignment submission for each class were formed. The content provided by the teachers is verified for mistakes and amendments, which are then posted out for the students to learn from. The classes are going on smoothly to date.